
 

 

Dike Solutions Growing dike  
(Idea) 

 
On the Growing Dike thin lifts of dredge material are deposited directly on the dike and its berm, located 

in the immediate vicinity of the dredging location. Dredged sediment is deposited at prescribed time 

intervals according to a deposition scheme, such to develop controlled thin lifts that allow vegetation 

to survive and adapt while increasing the height and width of the dike and building eventual piping 

berms and seepage levees.  

 

Water authorities in the Netherlands invest significantly in water management – including the regular 

dredging of canals and ditches – and flood risk safety. Dredging material is often transported from the 

dredging location to off-site depots, while dike clay is bought and transported from elsewhere. The 

Growing Dike project intends to connect supply and demand by beneficially using local dredging mate-

rial to strengthen nearby dikes and to build piping proof berms. The solution is thought to be applicable 

to both primary and secondary dikes and for salt, brackish and fresh conditions. 

 

The Growing Dike contributes to:  

1) Increasing the resilience with respect to sea-level rise and higher fresh water river discharges;  

2) A circular and beneficial use of dredge sediments;  

3) Climate and sustainability goals, through reducing the NOx and CO2 footprint (less transport);  

4) Improving (budget) efficiency by applying dredge material directly near its source; 

5) Reducing risks of piping. 

6) Increasing biodiversity (vegetation resilience and more sustainable insects-habitats) 

 

Research 

Research is needed: 

• Learn how “thick” the sludge must be: too thick will not flow out in a regular layer; too watery 

will result in a flow down the dike. 

• Learn how the process can be brought to an industrial scale. Now it is envisaged to do this via 

a research scheme which allows for a gradual upscaling with clearly defined go-no-go moments. 

• Learn which dredging material is suited for placement. 



 

 

• Learn what influence the sludge has on the dike vegetation, biodiversity and management. 

• Learn how dikes and berm develop over time. 

• Understand how laws and regulations might hinder the applicability. 

 

Overview of envisaged research 

What? Phase 1,2  

(year 1) 

Phase 3 

(year 2-3) 

Phase 4 

(year 4-5) 

Aim 

Laboratory & 

Small-scale pilots (1 -10 m2) 

Fresh: secondary 

Salt: secondary 

Fresh: secondary 

Salt: secondary 

Fresh: secondary 

Salt: secondary 

Quality, Quantity 

and density of 

the mud; Effect 

vegetation 

Medium scale pilots  

(100-1.000 m2) 

Go-NoGo Fresh: secondary 

Salt: primary 

Fresh: secondary 

Salt: primary 

Method of place-

ment 

Large scale pilots  

(10.000 m2) 

 
Go-NoGo Fresh: secondary 

Salt: primary 

Upscaling to 

‘Full commercial 

application’, in 

relation with 

dredging prac-

tices 

Full commercial application 
  

Go-NoGo Full commercial 

application 

 

Stakeholder process 

Up to now, Deltares has been discussing the idea with individual waterboards Wetterskip Fryslân, 

Noorderzijlvest, Delfland, Hunze en Aa’s, and Hollandse Delta; the Program to use local sediments (POV-

DGG), several high school Van Hall Larenstein and the EcoShape partners: WUR, Boskalis, Arcadis, DHV, 

Deltares. EcoShape and waterboards have finished their first Inception Phase, which resulted in a pro-

gram of demands. Based on this. they are currently working to develop a project plan which will focus 

on learning by doing experiments in the field. The many Dutch laws and regulations pose a major chal-

lenge and make partners prudent. At the same time there is a great strive to reduce the NOx and CO2 

footprint which makes the idea interesting. 


